GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract
General Education Department - Appointment of Independent head teachers in LP & UP Schools - filling up of resultant vacancies on daily wage basis during 2013-14 - Sanctioned Orders Issued.

GENERAL EDUCATION (J) DEPARTMENT


ORDER

As per the Government Order read as 1st paper above sanction was accorded for the creation of posts of LPSA's and UPSA's on temporary basis wherever necessary consequent on the exemption of Head teachers from class charges as per the RTE Act. As per the Government Order read as 2nd paper above, it was ordered to fill up such vacancies in Government schools on daily wages during 2012-13. Also in the circular read as 3rd paper above, it was directed that while appointing teachers on daily wages to such vacancies in Government schools, preference shall be given to those candidates from the list of PSC rank holders in LPSA/UPSA categories of that district.

Government are now pleased to order that the Government order read as 2nd paper above and the circular read as 3rd paper above is applicable for the year 2013-14 also until further orders.

(By order of the Governor)
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